
Ufology



Unidentified flying objects (UFOs), now called
unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP) have always

been a point of contention. With new evidence,
some are looking back on past reports to see if there
was any validity to the reports , and sometimes, even

encounters with those who pilot the crafts.



In September, 2019, the Navy confirmed three separate videos of
UAP, titled, "FLIR" video, "GIMBAL" video, and "GOFAST"

video, all visual recordings of cockpit instrumentation displays
from United States Navy fighter jets based aboard aircraft carriers
USS Nimitz and USS Theodore Roosevelt in 2004, 2014 and 2015.

In April, 2020, the Pentagon confirmed the validity of these
videos.  

Sources:
1) Andrew, Scottie. “The US Navy Just Confirmed These UFO Videos Are the Real Deal.” CNN, Cable News Network, 18 Sept. 2019, www.cnn.com/2019/09/18/politics/navy-confirms-ufo-videos-

trnd/index.html.
2) Conte, Michael. “Pentagon Officially Releases UFO Videos.” CNN, Cable News Network, 29 Apr. 2020, www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/pentagon-ufo-videos/index.html.



Sources:
1) Gains, Mosheh, and Phil Helsel. “Navy Confirms Videos Did Capture UFO Sightings, but It Calls Them by Another Name.” NBCNews.com, NBCUniversal News Group, 19 Sept. 2019,

www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/navy-confirms-videos-did-capture-ufo-sightings-it-calls-them-n1056201.
2) “Pentagon UFO Videos.” Wikipedia, 1 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentagon_UFO_videos.

All of the UAP crafts captured on
infrared video defied all laws of physics,
and could reach impossible speeds. Even
with these stamps of recognition, there
are, as always, skeptics who believe all

UAPs are miscommunications, or
hoaxes. So, researchers default to the

number of witnesses, or the character of
the witnesses. 



Most sightings are of lights in
the sky, which can be easily

dismissed, such as the Phoenix
Lights, when hundreds

witnessed strange lights in the
sky in March, 1997.

Sources:
1) “Phoenix Lights.” Wikipedia, 22 Feb. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phoenix_Lights.

2) Kinnerup, Taylor. “Remembering Phoenix Lights on World UFO Day.” KTAR.com, 3 July 2016, ktar.com/story/1150530/look-up-remembering-phoenix-lights-on-world-ufo-day/..



In November, 2006, 12 United Airlines employees,
risking their jobs, reported a saucer-shaped craft
above gate C17 at O’Hare Airport in Chicago. 

Daylight sightings, where there are multiple
witnesses, are even harder to discredit.

Source:
“WATCH: Leslie Kean Revisits 2006 O'Hare UFO 'Sighting' On 'Colbert Report'.” HuffPost, 7 Dec. 2017, www.huffpost.com/entry/chicago-ohare-ufo-leslie-_n_692515.



In April, 1966, in Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia, 200

students and teachers from two
schools watched a saucer-

shaped craft hovering over the
area, and even landing.

Sources:
1) “Westall UFO.” Wikipedia, 31 Jan. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westall_UFO.

2) Jones, Rosie, director. Westall '66: A Suburban UFO Mystery, Endangered Pictures, 2010, www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDF21rKkYcM.
3) “Westall 66.” Dead and Buried, 10 Mar. 2019, www.deadandburiedpodcast.com/westall-66.



In September, 1994, more than 110
students at Ariel School, in Ruwa,

Mashonaland East, Zimbabwe, also came
in contact with a landed saucer-shaped
craft. However, they also had contact
with its pilot, a small humanoid who

somehow, without speaking,
communicated to the children to take

care of the environment.

Source:
Christie, Sean. “Remembering Zimbabwe's Great Alien Invasion.” Yahoo! News, 4 Sept. 2014, news.yahoo.com/remembering-zimbabwes-great-alien-invasion-220000468.html.



Not all contact with these pilots
follow the stereotypical "grey alien"

motif. In October, 1973, Charles
Hickson and Calvin Parker were
allegedly abducted, and officials

seemed to believe them.

Source:
Brockell, Gillian. “The Men Claimed They Were Abducted by Aliens. In Mississippi, Police Believed Them.” The Washington Post, 27 June 2019, www.washingtonpost.com/history/2019/06/26/i-

floated-inside-man-returns-site-ufo-abduction-it-gets-historical-marker/.



The men reported that the strange
humanoid-type robotic pilot

stunned them, coming out of a
saucer-shaped craft, took them

aboard the craft for an
examination. This is a staple of
many UAP abduction scenarios.

Source:
Keeton, Hugh. Pascagoula Alien Abduction: The Story Continues with Calvin Parker's New Book. WLOX, 1 Oct. 2019, www.wlox.com/2019/10/01/pascagoula-alien-abduction-nd-chapter-calvin-

parker-writes-new-book/.



What made the men so believable is that they
reported it to the local authorities. And, hoping to

catch them in a presumed lie, when detectives left the
men alone for a long period of time, all the while still
secretly recording the abductees, the men expressed

concern that they weren't being believed, and recalled
even more of their encounter toward one another. 



UAP Shapes



Throughout the 1950's
and 1960's, the most
commonly described
UAP was the saucer-

shaped craft popularized
by the case of Barney
and Betty Hill, from

September, 1961. 

Sources:
1) Froelich, Paula. “Green Glowing 'Flying Saucer' Spotted in Skies over Liverpool.” Fox News, 19 Sept. 2020, www.foxnews.com/science/green-glowing-flying-saucer-spotted-in-skies-over-

liverpool.
2) “Barney and Betty Hill.” Wikipedia, 1 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barney_and_Betty_Hill.



In the 1950's, the Air Force's
Project 1794 sought to create
saucer-shaped, supersonic air

craft. Apparently never
created, the schematics were
finally released to the public.

Source:
Plackett, Benjamin. “Declassified at Last: Air Force's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics.” Wired, Conde Nast, 27 June 2018, www.wired.com/2012/10/the-airforce/.



Between the 1990's and
into the 2000's, the

most commonly
described UAP was the

"black triangle".

Source:
“Black Triangle UFO Encounters.” Online Star Register, 26 July 2020, osr.org/blog/kids/black-triangle-ufo-encounters/.



For many decades, it was
theorized that sightings of
triangle-shaped air crafts
were misidentify once top

secret stealth air crafts, since
they shared a similar shape.

Source:
“Stealth Aircraft.” Wikipedia, 13 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stealth_aircraft.



However, the TR-3B is
Code named Astra, was

designed in 1994, and
looks more like what

witnesses often report.

Source:
Morse, John. “The USAs Most Secret Plane - TR-3B Patent Is Now in the Public Domain.” The Event Chronicle, 7 July 2020, theeventchronicle.com/secret-plane-tr-3b-patent/?

fbclid=IwAR0c7rpS8MXBAoDtVgZTpxWSKyIkkDU80dwqBFuZL2Rme0py1453e0LuyR8.



Cigar-shaped, and
then rectangular
or square-shaped

UAP seem the
third and forth
most common

shapes.

Sources:
1) Bergamin, Claudio. “Cigar Shape UFO.” Bergamin Art, www.bergaminart.com/products/cigar-shape-ufo.

2) “Pin on Amazing UFOs and Aliens.” Pinterest, 31 Jan. 2021, www.pinterest.com/pin/489625790733487905/.



Even though balls of light are
the most common UAP, some
have described spherical UAP.

 
UAP can come in many

shapes and sizes.

Source:
Costa, Cheryl. “Spheres: Yesterday and Today.” Syracuse New Times, 3 Mar. 2017, www.syracusenewtimes.com/spheres-yesterday-and-today/.



UAP Pilots



Popularized by the
Barney and Betty Hill

abduction in September,
1961, greys are the most
often described UAP

pilots, and are typically
known for alleged

abduction and
experimentation.

Sources:
1) Froelich, Paula. “Green Glowing 'Flying Saucer' Spotted in Skies over Liverpool.” Fox News, 19 Sept. 2020, www.foxnews.com/science/green-glowing-flying-saucer-spotted-in-skies-over-

liverpool.
2) “Grey Alien, Aliens and Ufos, Alien Artwork.” Pinterest, www.pinterest.com/pin/280912095493457535/.



During hypnosis, Betty Hill (1919 -
2004), said that the UAP pilots

communicated with her telepathically,
sharing that their place of origin was in

the Zeta Reticuli system. Thought
incorrect at the time, it was later

discovered that her drawing, showing a
binary star system, was actually correct.

Sources:
1) Friedman, Stanton T. Captured!: The Betty and Barney Hill UFO Experience. ReadHowYouWant, 2012.

2) “Zeta Reticuli.” Wikipedia, 10 Feb. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeta_Reticuli.



Nordic pilots are called that because of
their striking resemblance to people of

Nordic decent. Sightings of them
became more common in the 1960's and
1970's. During interactions, they show a
great deal of concern for the changing

environment of Earth, as well as
warning against using nuclear

technology.

Sources:
1) “Nordic Aliens.” Wikipedia, 6 Feb. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_aliens.

2) Facebook, The Ufology & Extraterrestrial Network, 2 June 2020, www.facebook.com/108034524182898/posts/nordic-aliens-and-vikings-norse-gods-in-ufology-nordic-aliens-are-humanoid-
extra/142117957441221/.



They always communicated concern
about global warming and nuclear

weapons. Originally, they were said to
be from Venus. However, when it was
discovered that the planet can't host
complicated life, they were said to
originate from the Pleiades in the

Taurus constellation. 

Sources:
1) “Nordic Aliens.” Wikipedia, 6 Feb. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_aliens.

2) “WATCH: Leslie Kean Revisits 2006 O'Hare UFO 'Sighting' On 'Colbert Report'.” HuffPost, 7 Dec. 2017, www.huffpost.com/entry/chicago-ohare-ufo-leslie-_n_692515.



Reptilians are the most
contested of alleged pilots,

seemingly created and
popularized by author and

lecturer, David Icke.
Skeptics contend he was
influenced by the 1983

miniseries, V, based loosely
on the works of L. Ron

Hubbard, founder of the
Scientology cult. 

Sources:
1) TERRIENSEUL. “Alien Concept Art, Alien Creatures, Alien Art.” Pinterest, www.pinterest.fr/pin/346073552597205567/.

2) “David Icke.” Wikipedia, 1 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Icke.



Icke insists that they are from the
conveniently named Draco

constellation, can shapeshift to
look like humans, and are,

strangely, installed as secret
shadow government officials,

controlling the world.

Sources:
1) “Reptilian Humanoid.” Wikipedia, 1 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reptilian_humanoid.

2) “WATCH: Leslie Kean Revisits 2006 O'Hare UFO 'Sighting' On 'Colbert Report'.” HuffPost, 7 Dec. 2017, www.huffpost.com/entry/chicago-ohare-ufo-leslie-_n_692515.



Insectoid pilots, sometimes called
mantis aliens, are rarely reported.
However, they did appear to test

subjects when Dr. Rick Strassman
conducted research on the

hallucinogen N, N-
Dimethyltryptamine (DMT).

Sources:
1) “Insectoid.” Wikipedia, 13 Jan. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insectoid#In_ufology.

2) Strassman, Rick. DMT: The Spirit Molecule: A Doctor's Revolutionary Research Into the Biology of Near-Death and Mystical Experiences. Park Street Press, 2001.
3) “Archon Alien Attachment.” DivineLove777, 26 June 2018, divinelove777.wordpress.com/tag/archon-alien-attachment/.



DMT is a psychoactive chemical that has
long been extracted from plants in

indigenous Amazonian shamanic practices.
However, the human body can produce this
mind-bending chemical, as well. From 1990
to 1995, Strassman led a government-funded

clinical research team at the University of
New Mexico studying DMT's effects on

human subjects in experimental conditions.

Sources:
1) “N,N-Dimethyltryptamine.” Wikipedia, 1 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N,N-Dimethyltryptamine.

2) Strassman, Rick. DMT: The Spirit Molecule: A Doctor's Revolutionary Research Into the Biology of Near-Death and Mystical Experiences. Park Street Press, 2001.
3) Opich, Nick. “Dr. Rick Strassman, Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry at the University of New Mexico School of Medicine.” The Green Rush Is Real!, 5 Dec. 2019,

greenrushpodcast.net/2019/12/05/dr-rick-strassman-clinical-associate-professor-of-psychiatry-at-the-university-of-new-mexico-school-of-medicine/.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shamanism#Amazonia


Source:
2) Strassman, Rick. DMT: The Spirit Molecule: A Doctor's Revolutionary Research Into the Biology of Near-Death and Mystical Experiences. Park Street Press, 2001.

Dr. Strassman theorized that sudden
overproduction of endogenous DMT could explain

some abduction scenarios, as some of the test
subjects found themselves being examined by

insectoid creatures, while under the influence of the
chemical.



Just like UAP types, there are
many other different proposed

types of humanoid pilots.



Claims of Contact



Close encounters of the first kind are visual
sightings of an unidentified flying object,

seemingly less than 
500 feet (150 m) away, that show an
appreciable angular extension and 

considerable detail.



Close encounters of the second kind is a UAP event in
which a physical effect is alleged; this can be 

interference in the functioning of a vehicle or electronic
device, animals reacting, a physiological effect such as

paralysis or heat and discomfort in the witness, or some
physical trace like impressions in the ground, scorched
or otherwise affected vegetation, or a chemical trace.



Crop circles fit into this
category, and are allegedly
impressions left by UAP,

though this could be
debated.

Source:
“Crop Circle.” Wikipedia, 1 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crop_circle.



Close encounters of the third kind is a UAP
event in which an animated entity is present

— these include humanoids, robots, and
humans who seem to be occupants or pilots of

a UAP.



Close encounters of the fourth kind
is a UAP event in which a human is
abducted by a UAP or its occupants.



The abduction scenario always seems to follow a
similar narrative. The person is taken by UAP

pilots, and then medically examined while being
unable to move or speak. In some claims, the
person, called an abductee, is then allowed to

speak with pilots, and are sometimes even given
a tour of the UAP.   



The abductee is then returned, with their
memory erased, but experience missing time,
and physical injury or marks from their time

aboard the UAP. Afterward, there may be a host
of unpleasant mental health issues, that can
occasionally serve as the catalyst to mystical

experiences.



Josef Allen Hynek (1910 - 1986), an
astronomer and scientific advisor

for one of the United States
investigatory committees into

UAP, Project Blue Book, outlines
a different narrative for repeated

abductees.

Sources:
1) “J. Allen Hynek.” Wikipedia, 19 Feb. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Allen_Hynek.

2) “Narrative of the Abduction Phenomenon.” Wikipedia, 18 Oct. 2019, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative_of_the_abduction_phenomenon.



The abductee will have a sense of an impending
abduction, shortly before entering an altered

state of consciousness.  Taken aboard the UAP,
they will be medically examined, and then the

pilots become more benevolent. The pilots
occasionally telepathically communicate with

the abductee.



Upon being returned, memory of the event
quickly fades, but they see physical evidence, such

as implants, and begin remembering the event
through dreams. Sometimes, these memories

include themes of harvesting reproductive
material, but the person resumes their life,

awaiting their next abduction.



Close encounters of the fifth kind is
a UAP event that involves direct

communication between aliens and
humans.



Contactees fit into this category. These are people
who believe they have telepathic communication with
UAP pilots, or have been taken on interstellar flights
while being abducted. Contactees usually relate that

the UAP pilots they communicate with are concerned
with global warming and nuclear weapons.



In 1975, John Keel (1930 - 2009)
wrote of the truly bazaar

experiences in Point Pleasant,
West Virginia, that culminated

in the collapse of the Silver
Bridge in December, 1967.

Sources:
1) Keel, John A. The Mothman Prophecies. Tor, 2013.

2) “Indrid Cold.” TheMothMan Wikia, themothman.fandom.com/wiki/Indrid_Cold.
3) “The Mothman Prophecies.” MUBI, 1 Jan. 1970, mubi.com/films/the-mothman-prophecies.



The 2002 film ignored all of the UAP
incidences, and focused on the creature
known as the Mothman. Included in his
book was the incident that a man named

Woodrow Derenberger, who filed a
police report after meeting a UAP pilot,

who called himself Indrid Cold. 

Sources:
1) Derenberger, Woodrow W., and Harold W. Hubbard. Visitors from Lanulos: My Contact with Indrid Cold. New Saucerian Books, 2014.

2) “Indrid Cold.” Cryptid Wiki, cryptidz.fandom.com/wiki/Indrid_Cold.
3) Keel, John A. The Mothman Prophecies. Tor, 2013.

4) “Indrid Cold.” TheMothMan Wikia, themothman.fandom.com/wiki/Indrid_Cold.



Sources:
1) Derenberger, Woodrow W., and Harold W. Hubbard. Visitors from Lanulos: My Contact with Indrid Cold. New Saucerian Books, 2014.

2) “Indrid Cold.” Cryptid Wiki, cryptidz.fandom.com/wiki/Indrid_Cold.
3) Keel, John A. The Mothman Prophecies. Tor, 2013.

4) “Indrid Cold.” TheMothMan Wikia, themothman.fandom.com/wiki/Indrid_Cold.

Derenberger later claimed to be a contactee, and
revealed in his 1971 book, Visitors from Lanulos, was
even taken to the pilots home planet. Keel, however,

doubted these claims, and openly called Derenberger a
"pathological liar".



Dr. Steven Macon Greer claims to be
another contactee who developed a paid

app, called CE5 Contact, to allow
telepathic contact with UAP pilots,

whom he believed to be interdimensional
beings. He also charges large amounts of

money to take people on camping trips to
implement his own strategies.

Sources:
1) “Steven M. Greer.” Wikipedia, 21 Feb. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_M._Greer.

2) “CE5 Contact - Apps on Google Play.” Google, play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.star.ce5contact&hl=en_US&gl=US.
3) “Steven M. Greer (Author of Unacknowledged).” Goodreads, www.goodreads.com/author/show/23515.Steven_M_Greer.



Close encounters of the sixth kind
leads to the death of a human or
animal associated with a UAP

sighting.



Cattle mutilations fit into this
category, and are allegedly

impressions left by UAP, though this
could be debated. 



Close encounters of the seventh kind
leads to the creation of a

human/alien hybrid, either by sexual
reproduction or by artificial

scientific methods.



Men In Black



Source:
2) Sablich, Justin. “The UFO Sightings That Launched 'Men in Black' Mythology.” History.com, A&E Television Networks, 23 Aug. 2018, www.history.com/news/men-in-black-real-origins.

Some abductees have reported being harassed to
keep silent, after an encounter with an UAP, by
truly bizarre men, dressed in black, three piece

suites. They are called Men In Black, and
sometimes seem to be robotic or otherworldly in

nature. 
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